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Happy Week Three of National Nurses Month!
The theme for this week of National Nurses Month is professional development. NACNS is
dedicated to making sure that CNSs have the resources and guidance that they need to advance
their unique expertise and enhance the value that they contribute to health care.

Becoming an NACNS grants you access to a variety of resources that would provide you with the
opportunity to increase your visibility and influence, earn or maintain your professional credentials,
enhance your leadership potential, and network with other CNSs from around the country. 

NACNS Webinars
NACNS hosts several webinars available for purchase that cover topics aligning with the unique
needs and interests of clinical nurse specialists. These webinars are free for NACNS members,
and provide the opportunity to earn free CE's with over 20 contact hours per year - a $1,400
value!

Be sure to register for the upcoming webinars that we have planned for June!

View Upcoming Webinars

In Case You Missed It...
Check out the recordings of the top 5 NACNS webinars of the past year! 

1. The Evolution of Pressure Injury Prevention at a Large Academic Medical Center
This webinar discusses the role of the CNS in reducing hospital-acquired pressure injury and
evidence-based interventions.

2. Caring for Patients with Substance Use Disorders and Opioid Use Disorders: The
Clinical Nurse Specialist Role 
This webinar discusses substance and opioid use disorder, pain management, and dealing
with challenging patient and family behaviors as a result.

3. CNS Strategies to Promote Communication and Build Relationships
The primary purpose of the webinar is to highlight and discuss strategies that enhance
communication and collaboration. When communication and collaboration are not optimal,
outcomes may suffer, including patient harm, increased length of stay, poor staff satisfaction,
turnover, and increased resource utilization. 

4. Pathophysiology and Prevention of Non-Ventilator Hospital Acquired Pneumonia (NV-
HAP): A CNS-Sensitive Outcome
This webinar discusses the impact of NV-HAP, the pathophysiology of NV-HAP, who is at risk,
prevention of NV-HAP by targeting modifiable risk factors, and three steps to start
addressing NV-HAP.

5. HIV Antiretroviral Update 2020
This webinar discusses current clinical recommendations for first-line HIV antiretroviral
therapy and common drug interactions and dosing considerations.

You can access all of our archived webinars by clicking on “Watch Now” next to the webinar you
would like to view. This will take you to the NACNS Store, where you can purchase access to the
recording. Simply press "Add to Cart" and then "Proceed to Checkout". The link will be provided to
you upon checkout completion.

View Archived Webinars

Hire or Get Hired with the NACNS Career Center!
We have recently developed a premier resource to connect career opportunities with highly
qualified CNSs! This career center will provide you with multiple avenues for success, whether you
are searching for a new position or a new hire. 

Utilizing this job board is vital as our nation faces this pandemic and needs to quickly fill positions
with qualified CNSs. Healthcare institutions need all the help they can get to combat this virus and
there are a number of recent graduates willing to help. Our job board leverages a solution for both
sides - take advantage!

Job Seekers

Check out the NACNS Job Board, to find the latest open positions
Improve your resume with our free review service
Explore our Job Search Resource Center, where you can learn everything you need to make
your resume stand out, ace the interview, advance your career, and navigate the digital world
through social media and digital communication
Create a Job Seeker account and sign up to receive up-to-date alerts about available
positions that match your search criteria

Employers

Post a job on the NACNS Job Board, where you can connect with qualified candidates
Check out our Resume Bank, where you can view complete resumes for free
Take a look at the recruitment packages available for purchase
Search for new candidates directly 

Visit Career Center

Join the Community of CNSs
NACNS established the Listserv over 14 years ago to provide CNSs with a place to exchange
information and learn from one another. With all the developments in health care, the changing
nature of the workplace, and the challenges that CNSs are presented with each day, it is imperative
that there is a timely forum to share information.

The transition of the CNS Listserv to a member-only benefit has been postponed so that all CNSs
across the country have a forum to share and retrieve information around COVID-19. Over 2,500
CNSs from around the country are currently sharing and retrieving information on the NACNS
Listserv - don't be left out! Email CNS-Listserv-on@mail-list.com to join. 

Once this pandemic begins to subside, only NACNS members will have access to the Listserv. To
continue access, please join us!

Join Today!

NACNS Annual Conference 
Join hundreds of colleagues at the only national conference
dedicated to the clinical nurse specialist. The NACNS Annual
Conference offers multiple opportunities to engage with CNSs and
other nursing leaders from around the nation. Our exhibit hall
allows you to explore new opportunities and relationships with
universities, health care systems, technology vendors, publishers,
and more.

The theme of the 2021 conference will be "Resurgence of the CNS". Stay tuned for more details! If
you were unable to attend the 2020 NACNS Annual Conference in March or want to relive it, check
out the photos and get excited for 2021!

View Photos

Free Webinar: Magnify Your Voice —
Use Storytelling to Advance Nursing

Hosted by ANA Enterprise 

May 20, 2020. 1:00 P.M. (ET) — Earn 1 CE

The World Health Organization declared 2020 as the Year of the
Nurse. While the global pandemic quickly shifted our focus, this health
crisis helped magnify the impact and value of nurses. This is why the
stories you and your colleagues share about your work, particularly
during this pandemic, will shape your history and ours. Join Carolyn
Jones, noted master storyteller and photographic ethnographer, as
she celebrates nurses and discusses techniques on how to share your
story. During this 60-minute webinar, you will discover how to construct
a narrative that:

Communicates the motivations that led you to become and stay a nurse
Connects the impact and value your nursing practice has on your patients, colleagues, and
community
Shares how you overcome the challenges nurses face every day

You can use these techniques in a variety of settings, from explaining the contributions of your work
as a nurse to government officials, your community, or sharing with a friend as part of the healing
process.

When more of us tell our stories, we work together to raise the awareness and value of nurses
everywhere. You make a difference!

Register Now

New #1 Book on Conquering Stress Launches 
What if stress could be both prevented and eliminated? It can! In this
groundbreaking book, Haven’t You Suffered Enough: Clinically Proven
Methods to Conquer Stress, Dr. Brenda Lyon, Clinical Nurse Specialist,
shows us how. Her proven stress-reduction and elimination techniques are
grounded in validated theory and research and have been developed over
thirty years of study. 

Dr. Lyon has effectively helped hundreds of people learn how to both prevent
and eliminate stress entirely and its accompanying symptoms of emotional
and physical suffering. If you're overwhelmed, experiencing anxiety, chronic

anger, guilt, or frustration (the hallmarks of stress), HAVEN'T YOU SUFFERED ENOUGH? is the
book for you!

While Dr. Lyon's work is grounded in science, this book is designed to provide the same warmth,
encouragement, and confidence Dr. Lyon's clients received in session with her. Through real-life
examples, you'll see how your own mindset can be transformed from stress to peace even in the
midst of trials. If you are ready to break the never-ending cycle of stress management, join Dr. Lyon
to find a remarkably simple and effective way out.

Learn More

Wait, There's More!
The National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists (NACNS) is dedicated to advancing CNS
practice and education, and removing unnecessary and limiting regulatory barriers, while assuring
public access to quality CNS services. Above are just a few of the diverse resources that we offer.
Check out our Professional Resources page for more! 

Access More Resources

Connect with Us!
Throughout the week, NACNS will be sharing resources dedicated to advancing the expertise of
CNSs. Make sure you are following our accounts, and join the conversation with the hashtags
below! 

#CNSPride
#NationalNurseMonth
#ProudToBeACNS
#YearOfTheNurse
#ResurgenceOfTheCNS

Become a Member!
The National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists (NACNS) is the only national association
representing the clinical nurse specialist (CNS). CNSs are the most versatile advanced practice
registered nurses and work in a variety of health care specialties to ensure delivery of high-quality,
evidence-based, patient-centered care. NACNS is dedicated to investing in and supporting your
profession.

In addition to the resources we listed above, NACNS membership provides you with the following
benefits:

At your finger-tips access to NACNS’ Journal- Clinical Nurse Specialist™ ($160 value) –
both online and in hard copy
Discounted registration to the NACNS Annual Conference ($300 discount at Early-Bird,
and $235 discount onsite)
CNS certification discounts from American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC)
Discounts on liability insurance from the Nurses Service Organization (NSO)
National and state representation about issues affecting CNSs, like regulation,
certification, reimbursement and more
Special products related to the celebration of CNS Week, September 1-7 each year
Assistance developing regional and local NACNS affiliates
Networking opportunities with CNSs from around the country

NACNS exists to support you, we hope in turn you will help us better support the CNS by becoming
a member! If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@nacns.org. 

Become a Member
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